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This Robin has fluffed up its feathers to create more air pockets
close to its skin, insulating it from the cold. Frank Eccles 

Small birds, like Blue Tits, may need to spend most of the daylight
hours foraging in winter to find enough food to keep warm. Ian

Sherrifs 

Mistletoe is a popular berry with many birds, like this Waxwing. Liz
Cutting / BTO 

Thrushes like this Fieldfare are drawn to orchard fruits in the winter
months. Scott Mayson / BTO 

Garden birds in winter
12 December 2022 | 

Discover how birds survive in the cold, which thrushes might
visit your garden in an icy spell, and how you can help your
garden birds when the weather turns frosty.

How do birds keep warm in winter? 
In the recent cold spell, you may have been wondering how the feathered
visitors to your garden survive. Although plummeting temperatures can
make winter a challenging time for small birds, they have several
adaptations which help them through the colder months. 

Waterproofing 

A bird’s feathers aren’t just for show. As well as the feathers we can see
when watching birds, like those used for flight (the wing and tail feathers)
and those which cover the bird’s body (‘contour’ feathers), there are
thousands of tiny feathers sitting next to a bird’s skin (‘downy’ and
‘semiplume’ feathers). Each of these feather types is superbly adapted to
its function. 

Contour feathers are made up of a waterproof tip and a soft, downy base.
They are arranged like roof tiles over the bird’s body, overlapping so the
downy part of one feather is covered by the waterproof tip of another. The
feathers’ waterproof properties are maintained through careful preening,
which keeps them in an interlocking structure. 

These feathers prevent cold water from touching the bird’s skin and are
especially critical for birds like wildfowl and seabirds, which are regularly
submerged or partially submerged in rivers, lakes or the ocean. However,
these feathers are still important for birds in the garden, protecting them
from cold rain and sleet.

Insulation

Under the contour feathers sit downy and semiplume feathers.
These are small, soft and fluffy, and trap an insulating layer of air
around the bird’s body. This air is warmed by the bird’s body heat,
and prevents the cold air in the environment from chilling the bird
- a bit like wearing a thermal underlayer. The weight of a House
Sparrow’s plumage increases by 70% in autumn as the number of
downy feathers grows, maximising insulation in preparation for
colder conditions.

Birds can also fluff up their plumage to increase the number of air
pockets, which reduces heat loss in a similar manner to the
benefits we gain from wearing several layers of clothing. That’s why
you’ll often see birds looking ‘puffed up’ during cold weather -
they’re trapping more air in their feathers to keep warm. 

Heating the body from the inside

Just like humans, birds release body heat during respiration.
This process takes place in body cells in specialised structures
called mitochondria, and converts food into energy molecules
which the body can use for movement and metabolic processes. In
winter, more body heat is lost into the cold air, so birds need to
eat more food and lay down more fat reserves to help them keep
warm. Both Blue and Great Tits can lose 5% of their body weight
between going to roost in the evening and beginning foraging at
dawn, with more weight being lost overnight in cold weather than
in milder spells. 

Many of our small garden birds are only able to lay down enough
fat to get them through a single night. This means they need to
spend most of a typical winter’s day searching for food - up to
85% of the daylight hours.

The time spent foraging is typically greater for birds in woodland
habitats than those using garden feeding stations, because the food is not
concentrated in one particular area. Birds at more northerly latitudes of the
UK, where the period from dusk to dawn can last 18 hours, will be
particularly busy during the day, because there is less time to search for
food. 

Blue Tits, which weigh around 11 g, need to consume around 1 kcal per
gram of body weight each day during winter - around 11 kcal. This doesn’t
sound like much, but is actually equivalent to the energy contained in
around 300 small invertebrates, or 10 g invertabrate food in total -
almost the Blue Tit’s own body weight! It is therefore not surprising that
these small birds have to spend so much time foraging, and why garden
feeding stations - where fat-rich and high-energy foods like peanuts and
suet balls are readily available - are favoured.

Birds and berries
In a cold spell, birds are drawn to energy-rich food sources, which
means they may well be drawn into gardens and green spaces,
searching for berries. These fruits are particularly favoured by
thrushes, like Blackbird, Mistle Thrush and Fieldfare, and by
wintering Blackcap and Waxwing. 

Many ornamental trees and shrubs bear nutritious fruits in autumn
and winter, as do the smaller native trees often planted for their
autumn leaf and berry colour. The prevalence of trees such as
Rowan and Holly in spaces such as parks or even supermarket car
parks means that flocks of birds often forage close to human
habitation.

A feast of berries provides energy for the birds, but it also benefits
the plant. When birds eat the nutritious, fleshy fruits, they also eat
the seeds inside. These seeds have tough external coats that
protect them from the birds’ digestive systems, so they pass undamaged
through the gut and are deposited elsewhere - with free fertiliser! This
enables the plant to disperse its seeds over much greater distances than
would otherwise be possible. 

How can you help garden birds in a cold
snap? 
As we’ve seen, birds need to eat plenty of food during the winter
days to help them keep warm overnight.

Provided you follow good garden feeding hygiene, you can support
the birds in your garden with supplementary feeding:

Old orchard fruits, such as apples and pears (the softer the
better) are much loved by thrushes, such as Fieldfare, Redwing
and Blackbird.

Fat-rich food like peanuts and suet balls provide lots of energy
per gram, making them a good choice in winter.

Feed little and often to stop food from spoiling. We
recommend only putting out enough food to last a day.

Birds also need to keep their feathers in good condition to
maintain their insulating and waterproofing properties.
Bathing is key for this, so it’s important to provide fresh
water - in a cold spell, the water in your garden might be the
only source which isn’t frozen!

If you have one, defrost your bird bath; use warm water
but pour slowly if you have a terracotta bath to avoid
cracking.

If you don’t have a bird bath, you can place a shallow
dish with water in your garden for birds to drink from
and bathe in. Check it regularly to make sure it hasn’t
frozen.

Planning for the future

You can also use this time in winter to plant berry shrubs, which
can be done any time the ground isn’t frozen. These will reward
you and the birds in your garden well into the future by providing
beautiful colours in autumn and a rich food source for wintering
visitors. 

Depending on the size of your garden, you could choose a native
species such as Hawthorn or Rowan (also known as Mountain Ash),
which need to be planted in the ground. If you have a small garden
or cannot plant directly into the ground, you could grow a native
Holly tree in a container.

Many ornamental shrubs like Cotoneaster and Pyracantha are also
excellent choices and can be grown against walls, making
them good options for smaller gardens.

Other climbing plants like Ivy and Mistletoe are also popular winter
food sources for birds, and provide good nesting space in the
spring and summer months. 

Learn more about gardening for birds.

Have you seen any unusual birds in your
garden in the cold snap? Do you feed
your feathered visitors? Let us know in
the comments below!

Robert Jaques, 12 December 2022
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sylvia durrant

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 13 days ago

Yesterday a lovely sunny day I hung my washing out and thought about going into the garden to prune the roses and honeysuckle. Got
very cold so went back inside. Today a male bull@nch arrived, a very rare occurrence, feeding of the rose hips and leftover berries on
honeysuckle. Glad I didn't do the evil deed.

 0  0

sylvia durrant

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ 13 days ago

Yesterday, a sunny day in Yorkshire I thought about cutting back the roses and honeysuckle. Hanging out washing, got very cold so
went back indoors.
Today a Male Bull@nch visited. A rare occurrence. Fed of the rose hips and then went into the honeysuckle presumably for any berries
left. A beautiful sight.

 0  0

Nicholas Beswick 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

Our Robins suspended hostilities during the freeze, with up to @ve feeding together

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Nicholas Beswick
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for the comment! That is often the way, though some birds get more aggressive!

 0  0

Carol Trotter

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

During the very cold spell i seemed to be feeding the neighbourhood Blackbirds. i counted up to 12 at one time. i put out fat pellets
and they were queing up for the pellets. i also put out half apples for under a few bushes and attracted just 1 Fieldfare which went for
the Blackbirds. i was so pleased it was milder today to ease the pressure a bit on keeping them fed.

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Carol Trotter
⏲ a month ago

Thank you for commenting! I'm glad you saw so many. It was likely a mix of local birds and birds who have travelled from
Scandinavia. I'm sure they are relieved by the warmer weather!

 0  0

Liz Matthews 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

Last week was a real bonanza in our garden, with 17 species recorded on the Sunday, and another 4 over the next three days. We
were very excited to spot a blackcap for the @rst time! At one point on Wednesday afternoon there must have been nearly 20
members of the thrush family on the lawn: blackbird, redwing and @eldfare - too many to count each species individually for the
week's GBW tally.

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Liz Matthews
⏲ a month ago edited

Thanks for the comment! I'm glad to hear you saw so many garden birds. More and more Blackcaps are wintering in the UK
- but did you know these are not the same birds that spend the summer here? 'Our' summer birds head off south in the
autumn, and the Blackcaps we see in winter are actually birds which migrated here from continental Europe.

 0  0

Jon G 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

I feed fat balls, peanuts and sun_ower hearts. Nothing unusual this year except a high number of gold @nches since spring

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Jon G
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for commenting! Glad to hear you are getting plenty of Gold@nches, whose counts have been lower this year than
usual on average.

 0  0

Brian Banks

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

A single woodcock was seen in our garden, two days running. An unusual sighting in a housing estate

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Brian Banks
⏲ a month ago

That is great to hear! Woodcock often use gardens during cold spells and can show in unlikely places. Be sure to include it
in your GBW counts!

 0  0

Talaith Gwyrdd 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

Love the way you say to only put out enough to last the day, we @ll all the feeders during the evening - about 10 of them, ready for the
@rst visitors around dawn - the feeders are empty barely 2 hours later! No chance of leaving any to get stale! In cold snaps we put out
a second batch in the afternoon, but if the birds had their way we would have to put out a sackful a day I think!

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Talaith Gwyrdd
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for the comment! I'm glad to hear that the food isn't going to waste and it sounds like you have plenty of birds to
watch.

 0  0

Fiona Mosley 

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

We have been invaded by Vikings! Blackbirds from Norway. Instead of the usual 1 or 2 we now have at least 8 at any one time. They
spend a lot of their time chasing each other around the garden when they could be eating!

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Fiona Mosley
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for the comment! Thrushes can become very aggressive in cold snaps, feeling they need to defend they food from
potential rivals.

 0  0

Julia Edwards

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

Living on the Dee estuary in North Wales, we have a wonderful selection of feathered friends which visit regularly, including every
variety of tit and @nch. When the cold snap started we had a real treat, a visiting group of Fieldfares and Redwings tucking the
windfall apples lying on the ground. There was great excitement in the house while we researched where they might have travelled
from. Watching them made grey days much brighter!

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Julia Edwards
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for the comment! I'm glad you are getting so much enjoyment from your garden visitors, and its always great to
hear why they have come from!

 0  0

Sue Upton

• Reply •

− ⚑

⏲ a month ago

I seem to have very few birds at all, even in this very cold weather. Not even the pigeons (who normally eat everything !) are as
numerous as usual. I am rather surprised as I would expect to see at least my usual number of regular visitors

 0  0

robert.jaques  

• Reply •

− ⚑> Sue Upton
⏲ a month ago

Thanks for the comment! We had a glut of berries and seeds in the autumn, and though frozen, many of these remain on
the trees. I suspect that birds are still @nding plenty of food on trees and we haven't seen the peaks of activity we have
seen in cold snaps in the past.

 0  0
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Robert Jaques

Supporter
Development Officer

Robert began working at BTO in 2018
on Garden BirdWatch, where he now
regularly contributes to Bird Table
magazine, reviews quarterly GBW
data, and manages the GBW
ambassador program as part of his
responsibilities.

Relates to projects

BirdTrack

Garden BirdWatch

“A Blue Tit needs to eat almost its own body
weight in invertebrates every day in winter,
just to stay warm.”
 

Visitors to winter berry trees

If you’ve seen a flock of birds enjoying berries in your garden, park or even
supermarket car park, they’re likely to have been one of the following
species. 

If you want to brush up on your winter thrush ID, learn more about
Redwing and Fieldfare or Song Thrush and Mistle Thrush in our ID Videos.

Fieldfare

Sociable; mixes with other
species, especially Redwing

Greyish head and rump

Chestnut wings and back

Strongly buff chest

Redwing

Forms large flocks

Similar in size to a Song
Thrush

Cream stripe above the eye
and rusty flanks 

Characteristic 'zeep' flight
call

Waxwing

Unmistakable with a good
view

Distinctive eye mask and
pointed crest

Garrulous and vocal

Not a member of the thrush
family

Mistle Thrush

A big, upright thrush with a
'slender' silhouette

Often forms small groups in
winter and will feed on the
ground

Appears greyish-brown from
a distance

Whitish tail-edges in flight

Song Thrush

A small, dumpy thrush with
a 'round' silhouette

More common in woodland
and scrub

Much warmer brown than
the superficially similar
Mistle Thrush

Not commonly seen in large
groups

Blackbird

Familiar member of the
thrush family

Males are striking black with
yellow bill and eye-ring

Females are dark brown

Forms small groups in
winter, although can be very
territorial

Read more about feeding garden birds

You can find more information about types of foods,
including seeds, nuts, mealworms and fat-based foods,
feeding hygiene, and gardening for birds on our Feeding
Garden Birds pages.

READ MORE

PROJECT

Join Garden BirdWatch for free

Become more connected to nature, learn about
your garden wildlife and contribute to important
scientific research by joining our community of
Garden BirdWatchers.

EVENT

Corvid ID online (1 session,
Wednesday 10am)

This course involves one online
session of 1 hour 45 minutes, with
a trainer:participant ratio of about
1:30. Participants' microphones are
muted during the sessions but
there is a large interactive
component, using...

CASE STUDY

BTO Data Reports

Our reports provide rigorous
scientific information to inform
Environmental Impact
Assessments in the UK.

ARTICLE

Avian influenza - the
disease, its impacts and our
work

From symptoms and outbreaks to
impacts and mitigation, learn more
about avian flu and our dedication
to tackling it. 
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